
GLOSSARY OF BOOK #3  
THE QUEST WORLD 

ADEPT: In a spiritual context an Adept is someone with a degree of attainment in terms 
of spiritual status, psychic powers and wisdom It is a stage thought of as preparatory to 
becoming a n Ascended Master or eventually a Zenithian. (A literary construct to support 
this novel) 

ALTAN HA: An ancient Mayan city in Belize, located in the Belize District,  north of 
Belize City and west of the shore of the Caribbean. 

ALTAN HA RESORT: A devision withinThe Cohune Development that is composed of 
a large hotel and shops that replicate the ancient Mayan city in Belize  (A literary 
construct to support this novel). 

AKASHIC  RECORDS: In theosophy and anthroposophy, the Akashic records are a 
compendium of all human events, thoughts, words, emotions, and intent ever to have 
occurred in the past, present, or future. They are believed by theosophists to be encoded 
in a non-physical plane of existence known as the etheric plane. 

AMBERGRIS CAYE: Ambergris Caye, pronounced am-BUR-gris KEE, is the largest 
island of Belize, located northeast of the country's mainland, in the Caribbean Sea. It is 
about 40 kilometres long from north to south, and about 1.6 kilometres wide. Where it 
has not been modified by man, is mostly a ring of white sand beach around mangrove 
swamp in the centre. 

ASCENDED MASTER: Spiritually enlightened beings who during many past 
incarnations were regular souls, but who have developed spiritual powers through those 
incarnations and continue to build upon those powers in each succeeding incarnation. (A 
literary construct to support this novel) 

ATLANTIS: Atlantis is a fictional island mentioned within an allegory on the hubris of 
nations in Plato's works Timaeus and Critias, where it represents the antagonist naval 
power that besieges "Ancient Athens", the pseudo-historic embodiment of Plato's ideal 
state in The Republic. 

BELIZE DEFENSE FORCE COMMANDOS: The Commando Squadron is an elite 
special force within Belize. It is the amphibious infantry unit of the Belizean Defence 
Force. 

BELIZE: Belize is a Caribbean country located on the northeastern coast of Central 
America. Belize is bordered on the northwest by Mexico, on the east by the Caribbean 



Sea, and on the south and west by Guatemala. It has an area of 22,970 square kilometres 
and a population of 408,487. 

BELIZE RIVER: The Belize River runs 290 kilometres through the center of Belize. It 
drains more than one-quarter of the country as it winds along the northern edge of the 
Maya Mountains to the sea just north of Belize City. The Belize River Valley is largely 
tropical rain forest. 

BELMOPAN: Belmopan is the capital city of Belize. Its population in 2010 was 16,451. 
Although the smallest capital city in the continental Americas by population, Belmopan is 
the third-largest settlement in Belize, behind Belize City and San Ignacio. (from 
Wikipedia) 

BIG CREEK HARBOR: A seaside harbor on the Caribbean in Placencia near Stann 
Creek, in the south of Belize. 

BIMINI ROAD: The Bimini Road, sometimes called the Bimini Wall, is an underwater 
rock formation near North Bimini Island in the Bahamas. The Road consists of a 0.8 km-
long northeast-southwest linear feature composed of roughly rectangular to sub-
rectangular limestone blocks. 

BLANCANEAUX LODGE: Lodge which is the film director Francis Ford Coppola’s 
creation. It’s in the Mountain Pine Ridge area of Western Belize near San Ignacio. 

BLUE HOLE: A blue hole is a large marine cavern or sinkhole, which is open to the 
surface and has developed in a bank or island composed of a carbonate bedrock. Blue 
holes typically contain tidally influenced water of fresh, marine, or mixed chemistry. 

BOEING CH-47 CHINOOK: This amphibious helicopter was made sufficiently watertight to 
allow it to land on water for a short time in carrying out covert operations and special military 
missions. Buoyancy was increased with sealed compartments inside sponsons which extended 
most of the way along each side of the fuselage. The helicopter can carry 36 people including the 
pilot and co-pilot. Typical flying distance of 380 miles. 

BRITISH HONDURAS: British Honduras was a British Crown colony on the east coast 
of Central America, south of Mexico, from 1862 to 1964, then a self-governing colony, 
renamed Belize in June 1973, until September 1981, when it gained full independence as 
Belize. British Honduras was the last continental possession of the United Kingdom in 
the Americas. 

BURRELL BOOM: Burrell Boom is on the Belize River twenty miles above Belize 
City, Belize. Tourists pass through this historic village on their way to the Community 
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Baboon Sanctuary, where the population of black howler monkeys has grown to over 
2,000. 

CAANA:  Caana ("sky-palace") is the largest building at Caracol and one of the largest 
man-made structures in Belize.  

CAANAQUETU: A Mayan city state in the Atlantean era (BC) that was later to become 
Caracol. ( 

CAHAL PECH: Cahal Pech is a Maya site located near the town of San Ignacio in the 
Cayo District of Belize. 

CARIBBEAN: The Caribbean is a region of the Americas that consists of the Caribbean Sea, its 
islands (some surrounded by the Caribbean Sea and some bordering both the Caribbean Sea and 
the North Atlantic Ocean and the surrounding coasts. The region is southeast of the Gulf of 
Mexico and the North American mainland, east of Central America, and north of South America 

CARACOL: The only road Caracol may be accessed by is paved for the last 16km (10 
miles) and leads to the Western Highway between San Ignacio and Belmopan and to 
Santa Elena. Caana ("sky-palace") is the largest building at Caracol and one of the largest 
man-made structures in Belize. Exploration timeline 1938 A. H. Anderson initially visits 
Caracol, 

CASA DE LAS IGUANAS: A spacious villa located on a mountainside overlooking the 
North Shore and Ocean on the Isla de Margarita, Venezuela. 
 (A literary construct to support this novel) 

CLAIREMPATHY: Allows the spiritual warrior to super-sense the attitudes and 
emotions of others. Clairempathy is a psychic ability whereas normal human empathy is 
not. (A literary construct to support this novel) 

COINCIDENTAL SYNCHRONICITY:  Coincidence and synchronicity are both 
defined as “striking occurrences of two or more events at one time”. The difference is 
that coincidence is perceived as chance or luck while synchronicity implies the presence 
of a deeper intelligence at work. Within The Quest For The Emerald Crystal novel this 
term defines that the two concepts are used together by the Zenithians to  present a 
message to the spiritual souls within the Obstructed Universe. (A literary construct to 
support this novel) 

COHUNE: A large multifaceted development  in Belize owned and operated by Daggert 
Enterprises. (A literary construct to support this novel) 
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DAGGERT ENTERPRISES:  A large global scale and privately held corporation 
owned and controlled by Diana Daggert. (A literary construct to support this novel) 

DRONES: An unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) (or uncrewed aerial vehicle,[2] commonly 
known as a drone) is an aircraft without a human pilot on board and a type of unmanned 
vehicle. UAVs are a component of an unmanned aircraft system (UAS); which include a 
UAV, a ground-based controller, and a system of communications between the two. The 
flight of UAVs may operate with various degrees of autonomy: either under remote 
control by a human operator or autonomously by onboard computers. (from Wikipedia) 

EDGAR CAYCE: Edgar Cayce was an American self-professed clairvoyant who gave 
more than 14,000 psychic readings while allegedly in a self-induced sleep state. Cayce 
maintained his subconscious mind would leave his body and retrieve knowledge from the 
spiritual realm where all subconscious minds are connected. (from Wikipedia) 

EMERALD CRYSTAL & FIRESTONE PARTICLES:: This is a multifaceted crystal 
like object that receives solar rays and coverts those rays them into a unique energy 
beams and that be transited and then received by various objects for use  to power 
vehicles,  provide weaponry and to be used for various energy needs. (A literary 
construct to support this novel) 

FRANCIS FORD COPPOLA: American film director, producer and screenwriter. He 
was a central figure in the New Hollywood filmmaking movement of the 1960s and 
1970s, and is widely considered to be one of the greatest filmmakers of all time.[5] His 
accolades include five Academy Awards, six Golden Globe Awards, two Palmes d'Or, and 
a British Academy Film Award. A portion of this novel takes place at a resort originated 
by Mr. Coppola in Belize. (Gleaned from Wikipedia) 

FIRESTREAM: This is a powerful stream of energy created from solar rays created by 
the Emerald Crystal through a receiving crystal.  The Firestream ray is generally used on 
larger weaponry such as aircraft, tanks and other major weapons of war.. (A literary 
construct to support this novel) 
!  4
GRAND BAHAMA ISLAND: Grand Bahama is the northernmost of the islands of the 
Bahamas, lying off Palm Beach, Florida. It is the fourth largest island in the Bahamas 
island chain of approximately 700 islands and 2,400 cays. The island is roughly in area 
and approximately long west to east and at its widest point north to south.  

 GULFSTREAM G650 : The Gulfstream G650 is a large business jet produced by 
Gulfstream Aerospace. The model is designated Gulfstream GVI in its type certificate, 
and may be configured to carry from 11 to 18 passengers 
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HOL CHAN MARINE RESERVE: Hol Chan Marine Reserve is a marine reserve close 
to Ambergris Caye and Caye Caulker, off the coast of Belize. It covers approximately 18 
km² of coral reefs, seagrass beds, and mangrove forest. Hol Chan is Mayan for "little 
channel”. 

ISLA DE MARGARITA: An island part of and off the North Coast of Venezuela, lies 
in the Caribbean. 

KARMA: Karma means action, work or deed; it also refers to the spiritual principle of cause 
and effect where intent and actions of an individual influence the future of that individual. Good 
intent and good deeds contribute to good karma and happier rebirths, while bad intent and bad 
deeds contribute to bad karma and bad rebirths. 

KING ATLAS: A King of Atlantis and incarnation of Melanie Beckers. (A literary 
construct to support this novel). 

K'INICH BAL GOG: A Mayan Chief and incarnation of Diana Daggert.  (A literary 
construct to support this novel) 

LEONARDO AW169 HELICOPTER:  A luxury chopper that seats 8 passengers and 
can cruise along at near 200 mph for over 400 nautical miles. 

MACAL RIVER: The Macal River is a river running through Cayo District in western 
Belize. Sites along the river include the ancient Mayan town of Cahal Pech and the Belize 
Botanic Gardens. The Macal River discharges to the Belize River. There are several 
tributaries to the Macal River including the following streams: Privassion, Rio On, Rio 
Frio, Mollejon and Cacao Camp. 

MAYA CIVILIZATION: The Maya civilization was a Mesoamerican civilization 
developed by the Maya peoples, and noted for its logosyllabic script—the most 
sophisticated and highly developed writing system in pre-Columbian Americas—as well 
as for its art, architecture, mathematics, calendar, and astronomical system. 

MAYA MOUNTAINS: The Maya Mountains are a mountain range located in Belize and 
eastern Guatemala, in Central America. 

MAYAGUEZ RAINBOW LODGE: A gay owned resort in the jungle of Mayaguez area 
of Puerto Rico owned and managed by members of the Seekers. (A literary construct to 
support this novel) 

MENTAL TELEPATHY: The purported vicarious transmission of information from one 
person to another without using any known human sensory channels or physical 
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interaction. The term was coined in 1882 by the classical scholar Frederic W. H. Myers,a 
founder of the Society for Psychical Research. 

MERCENARY: A mercenary, sometimes known as a soldier of fortune, is an individual 
who takes part in military conflict for personal profit, is otherwise an outsider to the 
conflict, and is not a member of any other official military. Mercenaries fight for money 
or other forms of payment rather than for political interests. 

MESOAMERICAS: Mesoamerica is a historical region and cultural area in North 
America. It extends from approximately central Mexico through Belize, Guatemala, El 
Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, and northern Costa Rica, and within this region pre-
Columbian societies flourished before the Spanish colonization of the Americas.  

METAPHYSICAL WARRIOR:  These are Spiritual Warriors employed and trained by 
Daggert Enterprises that operate under the direction of highly developed spiritual beings 
within the Obstructed Universe and dedicate their activities to overcome evil or negative 
actions by other spiritual entities. (A literary construct to support this novel) 

MIDNIGHT TERROR CAVE: Midnight Terror Cave is a cave in central Belize that 
was discovered in 2006. The site was worked on by California State University, Los 
Angeles' field school as part of the Western Belize Regional Cave Project under Dr. Jaime 
Awe. (from Wikipedia) 

MOUNTAIN PINE FOREST RESERVE: Mountain Pine Ridge Forest Reserve is a 
nature reserve in the Cayo District of southern central Belize. It was established in 1944 
to protect and manage the native Belizean pine forests. Its boundaries are poorly defined, 
but it is estimated to cover an area of 106,352.5 acres, although much of the reserve has 
been leased. (from Wikipedia) 

MUCKLEHANY VILLAGE: A residential/resort community in Belize owned and 
operated by Daggert Enterprises. (A literary construct to support this novel) 

MUCKLEHANY LAGOON:  Mucklehany Lagoon is located in Belize The 
Mucklehany Lagoon is located in the Belize District, in the central part of the country, 40 
km northeast of Belmopan. The jungle surrounding the Mucklehany Lagoon is almost 
totally covered by forest. (Google search composite reveal) 

NON-TIME: A spiritual condition where no time exists and spiritual travel by souls 
traverses the concept. A soul traveling in spiritual mode will seem to spend as much time 
as needed or desired but when returning to earth (the Obstructed Universe) will find that 
no time has elapsed. (A literary construct to support this novel) 
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OBSTRUCTED UNIVERSE: This is a life concept offered by the metaphysical author 
Stewart Edward White. He proposes that the existence that we experience is the opposite 
of the existence that souls experience when in the spiritual realm. In the spiritual realm, 
there are no physical obstructions whereas in the earthly realm, the entire existence is 
affected by various obstructions to the physical and the mental conditions.  An Obstructed 
Realm is actually an illusionary environment wherein all aware entities perceive their 
existence through the use of their physical senses. Also in these Realms, there is 
recognized resistance between all things and therefore the definition of Obstructed. (A 
literary construct to support this novel) 

OOBE: An abréviation of an Out Of The Body Experience. (from Wikipedia) 

OUT OF THE BODY EXPERIENCE:  An out-of-body experience (OBE or sometimes 
OOBE) is an experience in which a person experiences the world from a location outside 
their physical body. An OBE is a form of autoscopy (literally "seeing self"), although the 
term autoscopy more commonly refers to the pathological condition of seeing a second 
self, or doppelgänger. (from Wikipedia) 

PLACENCIA: A small village located in the Stann Creek District of Belize. (Google 
search composite reveal) 

PHILIP S. W. GOLDSON INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT: Philip S. W. Goldson 
International Airport is an airport that serves the nation of Belize's largest city, Belize 
City along the eastern coast of Central America. (from Wikipedia) 

PRIVASSION CREEK:  Privassion Creek is like a small river and is the same creek 
that world-famous Blancaneaux Lodge and Gaia Lodge are on. (Google search composite 
reveal) 

PSYCHIC HEALING: Psychic healing also known as Energy healing, is defined as the 
process of sending healing energy by one or more persons to another person in order to 
re-energize him or her.  (Google search composite reveal) 

PSYCHOKINESIS: Psychokinesis, or telekinesis, is an alleged psychic ability allowing 
a person to influence a physical system without physical interaction. (from Wikipedia) 

QUEEN SIMBRA: A Queen of Atlantis and incarnation of Diana Daggert. (A literary 
construct to support this novel) 

RAINBOW COALITION: Originally a group (such as a political coalition) whose members 
are of different races or of different ethnic, political, or religious backgrounds. Designated by 
Adam, a major character in this novel to group together individuals of a homosexual or gay  
orientation.  (A literary construct to support this novel) 
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RAINBOW IN THE JUNGLE LODGE: A gay owned resort in the Mountain Pine Ridge 
jungle of Western Belize, owned and managed by members of the Seekers.(A literary construct 
to support this novel) 

ROSENSTIEL SCHOOL OF MARINE & ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE: The 
Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Science is an academic and research 
institution for the study of oceanography and the atmospheric sciences within the 
University of Miami. It is located on a 16 acre campus on Virginia Key in Miami, 
Florida.  
  
ROYAL ATLANTEAN: A marine research vessel that is dedicated to and used to 
investigate the remounts of the lost continent of Atlantis. (A literary construct to support 
this novel). (from Wikipedia) 

SAN IGNACIO: San Ignacio and Santa Elena are twin towns in western Belize. San 
Ignacio serves as the cultural-economic hub of Cayo District. It got its start from 
mahogany and chicle production during British colonialism. Over time it attracted people 
from the surrounding areas, which led to the diverse population of the town today. San 
Ignacio is the largest settlement in Cayo District and the second largest in the country, 
after Belize City. (from Wikipedia) 

SCOUTS: A designation used by Daggert Enterprises to identify individuals hired from 
the Belize population to look for unusual visitors to Belize and report them to Daggert 
Security.(A literary construct to support this novel) 

SEAVENTURE: Diana Daggert’s  super-yacht used as a base for her explorations and 
headquarters for daggert enterprises when she is in residence on the yacht. (A literary 
construct to support this novel) 

SHAMUS: A designation used by Daggert Enterprises for a unique spiritual frequency 
detection device. These detection devices are placed in any location where Daggert 
Security is concerned about their spiritual enemies observing their activities.  (A literary 
construct to support this novel) 

SONS OF BELIAL: A religious and culture belief system described by Edgar Casey  
during the time of Atlantis that believed that there were lower caste individuals that were 
not considered equal to the elite members of Atlantean society and wanted to maintain 
that status. (A literary construct to support this novel) 

SONS OF THE LAW OF ONE: A religious and culture belief system described by 
Edgar Casey during the time of Atlantis that believed that there were lower caste 



individuals that were not considered equal to the elite members of Atlantean society 
should be considered equals and helped to achieve equal status. (A literary construct to 
support this novel) 

SPIRITUAL BLOCK: This denotes a conditions where the spiritually advanced can 
place spiritual blocks over themselves or others so they cannot be observed by other 
spiritual beings. (A literary construct to support this novel) 

SPIRITUAL ID: A spiritual signature unique to individual souls that is detectable by 
other sensitive spiritual individuals and can be used to identify that soul. (A literary 
construct to support this novel) 

SPIRITUAL MODE: A condition that spiritual beings place themselves in that allows 
them to travel in both the Spiritual and Obstructed Realms without detection by others. (A 
literary construct to support this novel) 
  
SPIRITUAL TIMELINE: Spiritual beings travel back to previous life experiences by 
riding a Spiritual Timeline. They can also access and read the Akashic Record that 
records all happenings that each and every soul experiences throughout their various 
existences. (A literary construct to support this novel) 

SPIRITUAL WARRIOR: The term spiritual warrior is used in Tibetan Buddhism for 
one who combats the universal enemy: self-ignorance, the ultimate source of suffering 
according to Buddhist philosophy. A heroic being with a brave mind and ethical impulse. 
In this novel a similar existence is inherent in spiritually advanced souls that attempt to 
overcome evil or negative actions by other spiritual entities within the Obstructed 
Universe. In the Quest novels these are individual people who have learned military 
martial arts have also acquired psychic capabilities that transcends what everyday 
humans have.(A literary construct to support this novel) 

STANN CREEK: Stann Creek District is a district in the south east region of Belize. 
According to the 2010 census, the district had a population of 32,166 people. (from 
Wikipedia) 

SUPREME CONSCIOUSNESS:  This  is a concept that most people now think of as 
God or the Source of Creation. Souls existing in this Realm have reached perfection. 
They were originally created as new souls and endowed with individual natures by 
Supreme Consciousness. There is no other Consciousness but Supreme Consciousness. 
That Force has many names and created all that there is and sets all plans in motion. 
Supreme Consciousness is Perfection and what Supreme Consciousness creates cannot 
fail, but Supreme Consciousness also created individual souls to carry out It’s  plans, and 
as they are not yet perfect and the plans can fail until such time as souls become as the 



Supreme Consciousness intended. This is simply another name for a God designation. (A 
literary construct to support this novel) 

TEMPLE OF THE JAGUAR: The Temple of the Jaguar is probably Tikal’s finest and 
most dominating monument, with its nine tiers representing the nine levels of the 
underworld and raising its temple to an imposing 37 metres above the spacious central 
plaza below. The architectural style typifies monumental Tikal with its steep sloping tiers 
(taluds), topped with a triple chamber temple and majestic roof comb.  (Google search 
composite reveal) 

THE PATHFINDERS: This is a Daggert Security group team of men, often former 
Navy Seals or Army Rangers that would explore the jungle environment looking for the 
Emerald Crystal in specific geographical areas as determined and directed by Selena or 
Tyrone. (A literary construct to support this novel) 

THE SEEKERS: These are Spiritual Warriors that operate under the direction of highly 
developed spiritual beings within the Obstructed Universe and dedicate their activities to 
overcome evil or negative actions by other spiritual entities. (A literary construct to 
support this novel) 

THOUSAND (1,000)  FOOT FALLS: Thousand Foot Falls is a waterfall and natural 
monument in Cayo, Belize. It is surrounded by the Mountain Pine Ridge Forest Reserve. 
(from Wikipedia) 

TIKAL: Tikal is the ruin of an ancient city, which was likely to have been called Yax 
Mutal, found in a rainforest in Guatemala. It is one of the largest archaeological sites and 
urban centers of the pre-Columbian Maya civilization. It is located in the archaeological 
region of the Petén Basin in what is now northern Guatemala. (from Wikipedia) 

TRANSCENDENTAL REALM: These are the environs where advanced souls, after 
having evolved from the lower levels, exist in preparation for their return to Supreme 
Consciousness. In the Transcendental Realms, souls have advanced to the purely creative 
and non-physical stage of their evolution and begin to meld their distinctive 
individualities and creativities into a higher degree of perfection. (A literary construct 
to support this novel) 

TRANSITIONAL REALMS: . Once someone dies in the Obstructed Realms and does 
not require additional Obstructed Realm incarnations, they again pass into the 
Transitional Realms where they will continue their growth, but in a non-matter or pure 
energy form and will not return to an Obstructed Realm experience. These souls will 
however continue to interact and deal with issues regarding relationships, character and 
creativity issues. (A literary construct to support this novel) 



TUAOI:  According to Edgar Casey readings the Tuaoi Stone has some function 
associated to generating and/or governing power within the Atlantean culture, which may 
be what has led people to believe, alternately, that this is a reference to the Blue Stone 
and/or the Firestone (terrible crystal), called an Emerald Crystal in this novel. (A literary 
construct to support this novel) 

VENEZUELA: Officially the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, is a country on the 
northern coast of South America, consisting of a continental landmass and many islands 
and islets in the Caribbean Sea. It has a territorial extension of 916,445 km² and the 
population of Venezuela was estimated at 28 million in 2019.(from Wikipedia) 

VISION QUESTS: A vision quest is a rite of passage in some Native American cultures. 
It is usually only undertaken by young males entering adulthood.Individual Indigenous 
cultures have their own names for their rites of passage. "Vision quest" is an English 
language umbrella term, and may not always be accurate or used by the cultures in 
question. (from Wikipedia) 

XUNANTUNICH:  Xunantunich is an Ancient Maya archaeological site in western 
Belize, about 70 miles west of Belize City, in the Cayo District. Xunantunich is located 
atop a ridge above the Mopan River, well within sight of the Guatemala border – which is 
a mere 0.6 miles to the west. (from Wikipedia) 

ZENITHIANS: These are highly advanced spiritual beings that no longer experience 
incarnations within the Obstructed Universe but have not yet advanced into the Supreme 
Consciousness level. Within the Earthly realms they are responsible for all Creation and 
Evolution within this Obstructed Universe Realm. In Christian religions they are often 
called Angels.They are able to manipulate all things within the Obstructed Realms, but 
always within the laws that govern such changes. It is these laws that establish the basis 
for our physical sciences. (A literary construct to support this novel) 

ZODIAC MILPRO INFLATABLES: The most recognizable inflatable military craft 
for Special Forces and Commandos. They are able to carry six combatants in each of 
boats and tow additional combatants behind if needed. 

PSYCHIC META PHYSICAL  CAPABILITIES 

Apportation: An ability to undergo materialization, disappearance or 
teleportation of an object. Like psychokinesis this involves manipulation of a 
vibrational pattern and can be difficult to manage, but with practice is 
achievable. 
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Clairvoyance:which is the ability to sense future events is a particularly 
valuable talent. This could be helpful when attempting to determine future 
planning for the Spiritual Warriors.” 

Clairempathy: which would allow them to super-sense the attitudes and 
emotions of others and this might give them a clear advantage in 
determining their strategies.  

      Mental telepathy: The purported vicarious transmission of information 
from one person to another without using any known human sensory 
channels or physical interaction. The term was coined in 1882 by the 
classical scholar Frederic W. H. Myers,a founder of the Society for Psychical 
Research. 

Premonition: An ability to perceive future events. This is obvious in its 
value and Clairaudience is the ability to hear beyond the normal human 
perception and that is another obvious advantage to a warrior in a tight 
militant situation. 

     Privassion Creek: The Privassion Creek,in the Mountain Pine Ridge forest of 
Belize, is an unpolluted fresh water system which meanders and carves its way 
through solid granite. It has many cascading flowing waterfalls and numerous 
crystal pools perfect for a refreshing swim. 

Psychokinesis: The ability to move objects with the power of your mind. 
This is a very difficult psychic ability to learn and activate as it involves 
imaging extremely strong vibrational patterns that is not often evidenced 
within the Obstructed Universe. It would help if several of you trained in a 
team configuration as the combined sensation of forming these vibrational 
patterns together impresses that pattern into the consciousness. 

Psychic Healing: Allows a warrior to cure pains or illnesses by 
transferring healing energy. This ability may be very beneficial in helping a 
fellow warrior in need or possibly even an opposing combatant, which can 
often result in a positive repercussion. 

Psychoscopy: Achieved by obtaining information about a person or an 
object by touch. It is considered an invasive technique and should not be 
used on a soul without their permission.   
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Telesthesia: Remote viewing which is an ability to see a distant or 
unseen target using extrasensory perception. It is a short version of traveling 
in the spiritual mode and doesn't have the same result of obtaining a broader 
detail that is available when you are at a location in full spirit mode. 


